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Abstract. The principles of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
with spin resolution are outlined, with the emphasis on conceptual clarity and
not on completeness. In Sect. 2, the theoretical ingredients of the photoemission
process are discussed, including the single-particle matrix element as well as the
many-body reaction of the solid as reflected in the spectral function. Experimental
parameters for probing defined electron states within a three-dimensional Brillouin
zone are defined. Sections 3 and 4 list several situations and mechanisms where spin
polarization is produced or reduced in photoemission signals, and describe how they
can be measured. Spin-polarized ARPES data from a ferromagnetic Ni(111) surface
and from the spin-orbit split surface state on Au(111) follow as case studies. Finally,
the future prospects of the technique are assessed.

1 Introduction

The spin of the electron is at the heart of magnetic and other electron cor-
relation phenomena in condensed matter physics. There is a multitude of
experimental techniques that probe the collective behaviour of spins in solids
and the interaction of spins with other degrees of freedom. They all project
out some observable of electronic states but measure an ensemble average
for others. Magnetic resonance techniques operate directly in spin space and
provide detailed information about magnetic moments and spin dynamics.
Magnetic x-ray or neutron scattering are highly sensitive to magnetic order-
ing phenomena and spin structures in real space (see chapters by C. Dufour
and M. Altarelli in this book). Spin-polarized angle-resolved photoemission
(ARPES) is complementary to these techniques and offers unique informa-
tion especially for itinerant magnetic systems. It measures not only the spin
state but also the energy and momentum of such states and is therefore sen-
sitive to spin structures in reciprocal space, in cases where the direction and
magnitude of the electron spin depends on the wave vector. In this sense, it
is a complete experiment that can provide very detailed information e.g. on
the exchange-split bands of itinerant ferromagnets [1].

Ordered spin structures both in real space and in reciprocal space are be-
coming increasingly more important in the context of spintronics [2], where
functionalities are introduced in electronic devices that are based on the elec-
tron spin. Vigorous research is now going on worldwide for designing ways
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and materials to inject spin-polarized electron (or hole) currents into semi-
conductors and for finding ways to manipulate them. A device that illustrates
the combination of these concepts is the spin field-effect transistor proposed
by Datta and Das [3], where ferromagnetic source and drain electrodes repre-
sent simple real space spin structures whereas the momentum dependence of
the spin in the active channel is necessary for the control of the spin preces-
sion by the electric field of the gate electrode. ARPES with spin resolution is
likely to play an important role in the materials-related investigation of these
spin-dependent phenomena.

Unfortunately, in order to characterize the spin-polarized band structure
of a solid, we cannot simply use the spin of the electrons as a tag and measure
independently the photoelectron spectra for spin-up and spin-down electrons,
e.g. in the equivalent of a Stern-Gerlach experiment. Unlike neutral atoms,
electrons are strongly deflected in magnetic fields. By means of sophisticated
arguments it can be shown that these Lorentz forces and the uncertainty
principle conspire to render impossible the complete spin separation by mag-
netic fields [4, 5]. In practice, one therefore exploits the spin-dependence in
a scattering experiment in order to characterize the spin polarization in a
beam of electrons that has been preselected according to energy E and wave
vector k by an angle-resolving spectrometer. It is defined as

PI(E,k) =
I↑(E,k) − I↓(E,k)
I↑(E,k) + I↓(E,k)

, (1)

where I↑,↓(E,k) represent the cleanly spin-resolved ARPES spectra for a
spin quantization axis defined by the scattering geometry [5]. We refer to
Section 4 for more details on how the spin polarization is extracted from left-
right scattering asymmetries. At this point we emphasize that the measured
quantities are the spin-integrated spectrum IM (E,k) = I↑(E,k) + I↓(E,k)
and the spin-polarization PI(E,k), from which the spin-dependent spectra
can be recovered as

I↑,↓(E,k) = IM (E,k)(1 ± PI(E,k))/2 . (2)

Does the spin-polarized spectrum reflect the true spin polarization of the
electronic states in the system under study? Unfortunately, this is not nec-
essarily true. In Sect. 3, several different mechanisms inherent in the pho-
toemission process are discussed that affect the spin polarization that is ex-
perimentally observed. One is due to strong correlation effects that often
occur in magnetic materials when the photoeffect produces a hole in a local-
ized level. Likewise, spin-dependent electron-electron scattering effects of the
photoelectron when leaving the sample surface can reduce one spin channel
I↑,↓(E,k) with respect to the other. Moreover, the interaction of the photo-
electrons with other elementary excitations in the solid (phonons, magnons)
can be different in both spin channels. Finally, chiral measurement geome-
tries can introduce dichroic photoemission matrix elements that affect the
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two spin channels differently. All these effects can hamper the characteriza-
tion of spin-resolved bands in the ground state. They are in most cases not
well known. On the other hand, they provide interesting opportunities for
studying spin-dependent many-body interactions in solids.

2 Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
(ARPES) and Fermi Surface Mapping

In order to understand how photoemission spectra relate to the electronic
band structure and elementary excitation spectra, and how spin polarization
gets transferred from the initial state into the photoelectron final state, we
need to establish the theoretical foundations of the method. In a general
sense the photoemission process promotes the solid, containing N electrons
within the interaction region, from the quantum mechanical N -electron state
Ψi(N) to the photoexcited (N−1)-electron state Ψf (N−1,ki) with a hole (or
missing electron) in quantum state ki. At the same time, a photoelectron is
produced in a free-electron state φf (εf ,k) propagating in vacuum (see below
for the relation between the two wave vectors k and ki). From Fermi’s Golden
Rule the process occurs with a probability

w ∼ |〈Ψf (N − 1,ki)φf (E,k)|A · p|Ψi(N)〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − hν) , (3)

where the operator A ·p describes the interaction between the vector poten-
tial A of the absorbed photon and the electron momentum p, and Ei and
Ef are the total energies of the system before and after the emission process
(including the photoelectron energy εf ) [1]. The matrix element can be fac-
torized into a one-electron matrix element Mi,f = 〈φf (εf ,kf )|r|φi(εi,ki)〉,1
connecting the photoelectron with the initial one-electron state φi(εi,ki),
times an overlap integral 〈Ψf (N − 1,ki)|Ψi(N − 1,ki)〉 of (N − 1)-electron
states involved before and after the removal of an electron in quantum state
ki. In the process, the (N−1)-electron state finds itself suddenly in a changed
potential with one electron missing, and in the so-called sudden approxima-
tion Ψf (N − 1,ki) is expanded in Eigenstates Ψ̃f (N − 1,ki) of the perturbed
Hamiltonian: Ψf (N−1,ki) =

∑
s csΨ̃f,s(N − 1,ki). Here, the values |cs|2 de-

scribe the probability for finding the (N − 1)-electron system in the excited
state Ψ̃f,s(N − 1,ki) with label s after the removal of electron ki. In a solid,
there is a continuum of excited states, including electronic, phononic and also
magnetic excitations, and these probabilities are thus described by a continu-
ous spectral function A(ki, E), where E is the excitation energy of he system
(i.e. E = 0 corresponds to the ground state of the (N − 1)-electron system

1 Due to commutation relations, and if the vector potential A varies slowly over
atomic dimensions, the operator A · p in these matrix elements can be replaced
by the operator r [1].
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with total energy E0
f ). For each wave vector ki the spectral function describes

the excitation spectrum produced by the sudden presence of a hole in state
ki. There are powerful theoretical concepts for the calculation of A(ki, E) in-
cluding electron-electron, electron-phonon, and electron-magnon interaction,
although the actual computations are not a trivial task. The photoemission
intensity measured along a direction (θ, φ) can be written as

I(εf ,k) ∼ |Mi,f |2×A(ki, E)×δ(ki−kf +G)×δ(εf +E0
f +E−Ei−hν) . (4)

The two δ-functions represent energy and momentum conservation. In a one-
electron picture where excitations of the many-body system are neglected
(E = 0), the total-energy difference E0

f −Ei equals the binding energy εB of
the initial-state one-electron wave function and the δ-function simply ensures
that εf = hν − εB which is often referred to as the Einstein relation.

The second δ-function connects the wave vectors ki and kf : In the case of
itinerant states in crystalline solids, crystal momentum �ki is a good quan-
tum number. It is conserved in the photoemission process up to a reciprocal
lattice vector G, because the photon momentum can usually be neglected
in a typical ARPES experiment.2 A complication arises due to the fact that
the photoelectron is measured in vacuum, i.e. after it has left the potential
range of the sample. The detection angles θm and φm, together with a kinetic
energy value εf define a wave vector k of a free electron in vacuum:

k =
1
�

√
2mεf × (sin θm cosφm, sin θm sinφm, cos θ) , (7)

where m is the electron mass. The question of how k relates to the wave
vector kf of the photoelectron inside the crystal represents a fundamental
difficulty in ARPES, where the photoelectron has to penetrate the surface
barrier of the solid. The crystal periodicity parallel to the surface ensures
that the wave vector components parallel to the surface plane are conserved:
k‖ = kf,‖ + g.3 In the direction perpendicular to the surface, the periodicity
of the crystal lattice is truncated abruptly by the surface potential step, where
the average potential rises from the inner potential −V0 in the solid to zero
in vacuum. In the so-called free-electron final-state approximation, where the

2 Convenient conversion formulas from energies Ekin or hν (in eV) to wave num-
bers |k| in Å−1 for free electrons and photons, respectively, are:

|k| = 0.5123 ×
√

Ekin ≈ 0.51 ×
√

Ekin (5)

and
|k| = 0.5068 × hν × 10−3 ≈ 0.51 × hν × 10−3 . (6)

3 A surface reciprocal lattice vector g can appear in cases where the surface is
reconstructed, showing a periodicity that is different from the truncated bulk
crystal, and leading to so-called surface Umklapp scattering.
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photoelectron state in the solid is treated like a single plane wave with wave
vector

kf =
1
�

√
2m(εf + V0) × (sin θ cosφm, sin θ sinφm, cos θ) , (8)

the consequence is a reduction of the component k⊥ perpendicular to the
surface. This leads to a refraction of the photoelectron wave that can be
described by Snell’s law:

sin θ = sin θm
√

εf
εf + V0

. (9)

Here, the electron energy is referenced to the vacuum level. Typical values
for V0 are of the order of 10 eV, and for low energies refraction angles can be
substantial.

This may seem like a crude approximation for a photoelectron propagat-
ing through a periodic potential, but it has nevertheless proven to be quite
successful.4

A fundamental difficulty arises because photoelectrons have a relatively
short inelastic mean free path. This means that only those electrons originat-
ing from a thin selvage region typically a few atomic layers thick contribute to
the true spectrum, while electrons originating from deeper within the crystal
constitute a smoothly rising inelastic background at lower kinetic energies.
But it also means that k⊥ is no longer well defined but smeared out. This
severely limits the precision at which kf can be measured and has to be care-
fully considered when interpreting ARPES data. The problem does not occur
in two-dimensional electronic states where k‖ is the only relevant quantum
number.

The two δ-functions in (4), providing a kinematical description of photoe-
mission processes, represent a very stringent condition under which photoe-
mission intensity can be observed, especially when excitations in the many-
body system are neglected and εB = E0

f − Ei, where εB(ki) represents the
single-particle band structure of the solid5. The conventional picture of direct
4 In the traditional three-step model of photoemission, the process is described as

a sequence of three steps: (1) photoexcitation of an electron into an unoccupied
state within the sample band structure, (2) propagation of this band state to
the surface, undergoing also inelastic losses, and (3) penetration of the surface
potential step and coupling to a free-electron state in vacuum. In the more ac-
curate one-step model the entire process is coherently described in one single
step, with a final state wave function that considers all scattering events of the
photoelectron within the surface region, including inelastic processes, and the
coupling to the vacuum state in a so-called time-reversed low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) state. It appears that the use of a free-electron final state in
the three-step model corrects for some inadequacies of the former approach [6].

5 In principle, many-body effects are included implicitely because the energy E0
f

is the lowest energy of the (N − 1)-electron system in the excited state Ψ̃f,s(N −
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for k-space mapping experiments.In the free-electron
final-state approximation direct transitions are expected where the final state sphere
(large circle centered at Γ000) intersects with an initial state band in the extended
zone scheme. k‖ of these intersection points is conserved throughout the photoe-
mission process. The grey area in k-space is not accessible due to total internal
reflection according to (9) (From [7])

transitions results [1]: in a band structure plotted in the reduced zone scheme
the conservation of wave vectors up to a reciprocal lattice vector means that
an electron is transferred vertically, i.e. at constant crystal momentum, from
an initial state band to a final state band εiB(ki) → εfB(ki) with energy levels
separated by

εfB(ki) − εiB(ki) = hν , (10)

i.e. by the photon energy. In the free-electron final-state approximation, the
upper level is connected to the value of ki by the simple relation

εfB(ki) = εfB(kf − G) = �
2|kf |2/2m . (11)

The geometrical implications of these equations is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
a planar section through the reciprocal space of a Ni crystal is plotted. The
geometry and the periodicity are defined by the Brillouin zones given in the
repeated zone scheme. In one of the zones, centered at the reciprocal lattice
point G = Γ111, the sections through the Fermi surfaces defined by the Ni

1, ki) with electronic charges rearranged in order to screen the photohole ki . In
highly itinerant cases, this effect may be small [1], and εB(ki) is quite close to a
single-particle band structure. For more localized hole states the deviations may
become substantial (see Sect. 3.2).
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band structure are given. These curves are defined by the condition εiB(ki) =
εF where εF is the Fermi energy. The large circle centered at G = Γ000, which
we may term the measurement sphere, represents the free-electron final states
for the photon energy hν = 21.22 eV with a radius calculated according to
Equations (10) and (11). Measurement sphere and Fermi surface sections thus
represent states in k-space with the correct energy separation, and whereever
they intersect, momentum is conserved. As is obvious from this figure, there
are only few points in this plane that qualify for the kinematics according
to (4). If other vertical planes, obtained by azimuthal rotations about the
surface normal (here the [111] direction), are considered in an equivalent
way, it becomes clear that these few points will form continuous lines on the
measurement sphere.

This simple kinematical concept is borne out nicely by the data shown in
Fig. 2a, which shows a complete Fermi surface map measured on a Ni(111)
surface at a photon energy of hν = 21.22 eV. In this figure, photoemission
intensities at the Fermi energy are plotted as gray scale values for a complete
hemispherical set of emission angles (θm = [0..88◦], φm = [0..360◦]), projected
parallel onto the k‖-plane. It exhibits a number of well-defined contours which
are well reproduced in a theoretical plot (Fig. 2b) that was obtained by
plotting all intersections of measurement sphere and Fermi surface in the
same projection. The latter was obtained within the standard band structure
package Wien2k [8]. The excellent agreement in most details demonstrates

_ _
[1 1 2]

majority spin
minority spin

a) b)

Fig. 2. (a) He Iα excited Fermi surface map (hν = 21.21 eV) from Ni(111). A k‖
projection of the raw data is presented in a linear grey scale, with highest intensities
in white, lowest in black. In (b) the corresponding spin-polarized band structure
calculation is displayed, showing Fermi level crossings at the same k‖ locations as
in the measurement (a). Majority spin bands are shown in red, minority spin bands
in grey (From [10], with improved experimental data by W. Auwärter)
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that this simple kinematical interpretation of ARPES data, including the
use of the free-electron final-state model, is a viable concept in order to
measure and identify band structures. Refined models using more realistic
final states are under investigation, but they have yet to prove their general
applicability [9].

The experimental Fermi surface contours of Fig. 2a appear with different
brightness values (photoemission intensities) and with different widths. These
properties are not explained within the kinematical picture. They have to do
with state- and k-dependent matrix elements Mi,f (intensities) and with
broadening of k⊥ as well as issues related to the spectral function A(ki, E)
(widths) 6.

The basic ingredients in the formation of valence photoemission signals
have now been considered. In the next section it will be discussed how a
measured spin polarization in such signals relates to that in the initial state,
and which processes produce or reduce spin polarization.

3 Sources of Spin Polarization in ARPES Data

The photon of the exciting light does not directly couple to the electron spin,
and one might expect that the spin polarization measured in a spin-resolved
photoemission experiment should directly reflect the spin polarization of the
initial states under study. However, indirect coupling occurs in the process
due to several mechanisms involving a spin-dependent reaction of the remain-
ing (N−1)-electron system (if it is strongly spin polarized), spin-orbit effects
and spin-dependent elastic exchange scattering (spin-polarized photoelectron
diffraction) in the photoelectron final state, or finally spin-dependent inelastic
scattering processes during electron transport to the surface.

3.1 Spin-Polarized Initial States

The band-structure calculation that formed the basis for plotting the Fermi
surface contours in Fig. 2b was fully spin-polarized. In a ferromagnetic mater-
ial, spin-up and spin-down electrons receive their label (↑, ↓) from the respec-
tive band filling (minority or majority electrons), and the exchange splitting
develops as a consequence of the exchange and correlation potentials. The
resulting contours can thus be labeled in a color code according to their spin.
At places where the contours do not overlap one would thus expect a spin po-
larization of 100%. Spectral overlap and poorly defined magnetization state
of a sample can reduce this value considerably (see Sect. 5.1). A demagnetized
sample produces zero spin polarization, because spin-polarization values from

6 In the theoretical contours of Fig. 2b, the width is a consequence of the finite
momentum shell around the ideal measuring sphere that had to be defined in
order to produce continuous contours at the given sampling density.
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different magnetic domains average out in the fixed spin detection geometry.
Conversely, such experiments can be used for magnetometry [11].

Spin-splittings of bands can not only arise due to electron exchange inter-
actions, but also from the spin-orbit interaction (see Sect. 5.2), which couples
the spin to the symmetry of the lattice. This forms the basis for the mag-
netic anisotropy in exchange-coupled systems, and it can lead to non-trivial
spin structures in spin-orbit coupled systems, where the direction and the
magnitude of the spin-polarization vector is ki-dependent. In this case, the
observation of spin polarization from spin-split bands is not dependent on
a net magnetization of the sample. On the other hand, it is necessary to
introduce spin polarization as a vectorial quantity, defined as the vector of
expectation values of the spin operators for a given state or ensemble of states

P =
2
�
(〈Sx〉, 〈Sx〉, 〈Sx〉) , (12)

where the normalization constant 2/� makes sure that the absolute value is
P ≤ 1 [5].

3.2 Effects of Electron Correlation on Spin Polarization

In materials with electronic states that are rather localized and where the
Coulomb interactions between the electrons are thus strong, the extraction
of one electron can lead to severe many-body excitations of the system. This
means that the spectral function appearing in (4) leads to a strong redistri-
bution of photoelectron intensities over the energy axis, and the photoemis-
sion spectrum measured at a particular wave vector kf no longer reflects a
single-particle state with sharp energy εiB(ki). The typical effects are three-
fold [1,12]: the single-particle peak shifts to lower binding energy and receives
a finite width, and at higher binding energy a much broader distribution of
spectral weight occurs. The first two effects suggest that the missing electron
(hole) can be described as a coherent quasiparticle (with defined energy and
with momentum ki) forming the lowest-energy state of the (N − 1)-electron
system (hence the relaxation shift), which has a short life time due to the
strong interactions (hence the finite width). The broader distribution reflects
the occurrence of a continuum of excited many-body states lacking the de-
fined energy-momentum relation of a particle. It is thus termed the incoherent
part of the spectral function.

In a ferromagnetic material these effects can be strongly spin dependent.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, taken from a recent comparative investigation of
photoemission spectra and spectral functions in cobalt metal [13]. Panels (a)
and (c) show the results of a spin-resolved band structure, calculated along a
line in ki-space that corresponds to a photoemission data set presented in the
same study (not shown). The typical picture of an itinerant ferromagnet is
displayed, with two rather similar band structures for the two spin channels
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Fig. 3. Comparison of spin-resolved single-particle band structure and many-body
quasiparticle spectral function for the same wave vector region in hexagonal close-
packed Co. Binding energies are referenced to the Fermi level, and wave vectors
are described in terms of polar angles θm in a photoemission experiment on a
(0001) oriented thick Co film. Panels (a) and (b) compare single- and quasiparticle
spectra for majority (↓) electrons, panels (c) and (d) those for minority (↑) electrons
(from [13])

and with a large exchange splitting of the order of 1.5 eV between the two.
Clearly, one expects large spin polarization values in photoemission from
such spin-split bands where they do not overlap. However, the many-body
calculation (panels (b) and (d)) conveys a completely different picture. It
uses a simple model on top of the detailed band structure calculation where
the missing electron interacts strongly with one additional electron-hole pair
in the so-called three-body scattering approximation. The result shows that
there is a severe renormalization of band positions and line widths in the
majority channel, while the effects in the minority channel are only minor.
In a strong ferromagnet like Co, where the majority d band is completely
filled, this asymmetry arises for the following reason: electron-hole pairs can
only be created in the minority channel (see Fig. 4). A hole produced due to
photoemission in the majority channel is accompanied by the full phase space
of electron-hole pair excitations in the minority d band, thus rendering the
quasiparticle renormalization very strong. For a photohole in the minority d
band, the configurations for electron-hole pairs are restricted, because there
are now two holes that interact strongly and repulsively. The overall result
of this asymmetry is that both spin channels produce spectral functions that
are rather similar, which leads to the expectation of strongly reduced spin
polarization in photoemission data from cobalt. On the experimental side,
spin-integrated spectra measured along the same line in ki-space [13] are in
good agreement with these quasiparticle spectra, and so are spin-resolved
photoemission spectra for thick Co(0001) films measured at normal emission
(θm = 0◦) with the same photon energy [14,15].
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the interactions involved in several spin-
dependent processes within the d band of a strong ferromagnet. (a) photoemis-
sion in the majority spin band, (b) photoemission in the minority spin band, (c)
inelastic scattering into the minority channel, and (d) inelastic scattering into the
majority channel. In (a) and (b), electron-hole pair excitation is possible only in the
minority channel. In (d) there is no spin-conserving inelastic scattering into empty
d states. Situations (c) and (d) refer to Sect. 3.4

3.3 Spin-Polarization Introduced by the Photoexcitation Process

Several distinct mechanisms have been identified that can introduce or change
spin polarization in photoemission intensities through spin-selectivity in the
matrix element Mi,f of (4). They are most conveniently studied in photoe-
mission from non-magnetic samples where no spin-polarization is present in
the initial states. The most robust effects are produced when circularly polar-
ized light is used, where spin-polarized emission is quite commonly observed.
Optical pumping of spin-orbit split initial state bands leads to asymmetric
occupation of final-state spin states [16]. A spin-polarized electron source
based on a GaAs photocathode and illuminated by circularly polarized laser
light produces electron beams with 43% spin polarization [17]. Also at higher
photon energies substantial spin polarization can be observed, especially in
the heavier elements [18].

Also excitation by linearly polarized light can introduce spin-dependent
matrix-element effects and thus produce spin polarization in photoemission
from non-magnetic samples. The mechanisms here include spin-dependent
transmission through the surface of solids with non-vanishing spin-orbit cou-
pling [19] and more subtle effects that showed up first in photoemission cal-
culations within the one-step model [20–22] and were later observed exper-
imentally [23–25]. The mechanisms behind the latter effects are related to
spin-orbit induced hybridization of initial-state wave functions, and their oc-
currence depends strongly on the symmetry of the solid and of the particular
surface, as well as the absolute directions of photon incidence and polar-
ization and electron emission. In materials containing ions with finite mag-
netic moments, intra-atomic multiplet splittings due to final-state L−S term
splittings are an important internal source of spin polarization [26], mostly
discussed in the context of core levels. Such moments can also give rise to
spin-polarized photoelectron diffraction effects [27], both in core and valence
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photoemission: the scattering potential of the photoelectron within the ionic
environment depends on the relative orientation of the electron spin and the
magnetic moments.

It is hard to get an intuitive picture of the relative importance of all these
mechanisms, but one has to be aware that such effects are there in principle.
How much they may blur the characterization of spin polarization and spin
structure in the initial state is not clear at the moment.

3.4 Spin-Polarization Induced or Reduced
During Electron Transport

The theoretical expression for photoemission intensities given in (4) re-
flects the so-called intrinsic contribution to the measured intensity, includ-
ing the photoemission process and, in principle, the full multiple-elastic-
scattering photoelectron final state. It considers the extrinsic inelastic scat-
tering processes that remove photoelectrons from the elastic channel only
implicitly by assuming final state wave functions that decay exponentially
away from the surface into the crystal. Extrinsic inelastic processes occur
along the way as photoelectrons propagate towards the surface, and collected
energy losses move them from the elastic peak position to a smoothly rising
inelastic background on the higher binding energy side, underneath the in-
trinsic spectrum. The photoelectron inelastic mean free path λi(εf ) defines
the surface sensitivity of photoemission as a probe for the electronic struc-
ture of solids, because the electrons appearing in the inelastic background
no longer reveal the spectral information contained in the intrinsic spectrum
due to the random nature of the inelastic processes. Inelastic scattering cross
sections are very high, and values of λi(εf ) are thus of the order of a few Å. As
it turns out, inelastic processes can be an important source for photoelectron
spin polarization or depolarization as well.

In a ferromagnet, this latter effect can be described simply by considering
two different values λ↑i (εf ) and λ↓i (εf ) for photoelectron spins antiparallel
or parallel to the sample magnetization, respectively. Evidence for the in-
equivalence of λ↑i (εf ) and λ↓i (εf ) has come from experiments involving thin
ferromagnetic overlayers on top of non-magnetic substrates [15, 28]. In spin-
resolved detection, a distinctive valence photoemission signal is attenuated
more rapidly in the minority spin channel. In the case of Co(0001) films
grown on W(110), values of λ↓i = 6.6 Å and λ↑i = 9.0 Å were extracted from
the thickness dependent signal attenuation for εf = 14 eV (referenced to the
Fermi energy). This asymmetry is brought about by the different density of
empty d-states that are available for scattering in the two spin channels (see
Fig. 4c and d). An empirical law by Siegmann relates the spin-asymmetry
in the total inelastic scattering cross section to the paramagnetic occupation
number n of the d shell and its change ∆n in each spin channel in forming
the ferromagnetic state [29]. This simple model works quite successfully for
the entire series of 3d transition metals.
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This spin-dependent transport effect was also demonstrated in transmis-
sion experiments where electron beams of controlled spin polarization were
passed through self-supporting and magnetized Au/Co/Au tri-layers, and has
also been termed the spin- filter effect [30]. If the spin polarization vector P
of the incident electron beam is perpendicular to the magnetization M of
the sample, the vector P of the elastically transmitted electron beam points
into a different direction when it emerges from the sample. This is due to the
elastic and inelastic interactions of the electrons inside the ferromagnet. Due
to the elastic interaction mediated by the exchange field, P precesses around
the axis of M while it rotates into the direction of M due to inelastic yet
spin conserving scattering. The total motion of P depends on the electron
energy and is characteristically different with Fe, Co, and Ni [31].

The first experiments with spin-polarized electrons were much less so-
phisticated and designed to examine whether spin polarization appears at
all with photoemitted electrons. Quantum theory had made it clear that the
magnetization in Fe, Co, and Ni must be predominantly generated by the
spin polarization of the metallic electrons, and that the spin polarization
should be preserved in the process of emission. While the first attempts to
detect the spin polarization of photoelectrons failed [32, 33], it became obvi-
ous soon thereafter that with atomically clean surfaces, photoelectrons from
all kinds of ferromagnetic materials exhibit sizeable spin polarization [34,35].
However, almost all theories on magnetism predict that the spin polarization
of threshold photoelectrons should be negative (i.e. minority in character) in
Co and Ni, because the majority spin states must be located well below the
Fermi-level, separated by an energy gap called the Stoner gap. The magni-
tude of the magnetic moment and the number of available d-electrons dictate
that the majority states are completely occupied in both cases. Yet thresh-
old photoelectrons show negative spin polarization only with Ni [36] but not
with Co [37, 38]. Today, this is understood by the spin-filter effect active in
transport of the photoelectrons to the surface, removing the minority spins
by scattering on the minority spin holes in the 3d-states, and enhancing the
positive polarization of the photoemitted electrons. The spin-filter effect is
much stronger in Co due to the larger density of minority spin holes [29].

A seminal experiment showing how overwhelming this spin-filter effect can
be with low-energy threshold electrons uses the spin polarization of Auger
electrons as well as the polarization of low energy cascade electrons from
a Fe(100) surface covered with one monolayer of Gd [39]. The N45N67N67

Auger electrons excited from the 4f7-states of Gd are spin polarized antipar-
allel to the electrons emitted from the M23M45M45 Auger electrons of the
Fe-substrate, as expected due to the well known antiparallel coupling of the
Gd- and Fe-magnetic moments. In contrast, the low-energy cascade electrons
emerging at threshold already show the reversed polarization of the Gd over-
layer, proving that most of their formation process occurs in one single Gd
layer. This much shorter escape depth of low-energy electrons [40] excludes
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earlier interpretation of the photoelectron spin polarization in terms of quasi
elastic spin flip scattering [41,42]. Rather, the polarization of threshold pho-
toelectrons must be attributed to the spin conserving scattering on the large
and spin-polarized density of 5d holes of the rare earth metals.

One has thus to be aware that the spin polarization of photoelectrons may
be considerably altered in transport to the surface if unoccupied d-states are
present. With monolayer or sub-monolayer coatings of, e.g., the alkali metals,
the spin polarization is not affected [41], which has been used in a number
of interesting photoemission experiments [43, 44] to reduce the photoelectric
work function.

4 Measurement of Spin Polarization in ARPES

In a spin-resolved ARPES experiment, an electrostatic energy analyzer pro-
vides an energy and momentum selected photoelectron beam at the exit aper-
ture while preserving the spin polarization and spin orientation. As pointed
out earlier, electrons within this prepared beam cannot be separated ac-
cording to their spin along a predefined axis like neutral atoms in a Stern-
Gerlach experiment. Therefore, rather inefficient spin detection schemes that
are based on spin-dependent scattering processes need to be applied in order
to determine the spin polarization. Among these, Mott scattering and polar-
ized low-energy electron diffraction (PLEED) are the most frequently used.
Two detectors placed symmetrically with respect to the beam axis measure
the left-right asymmetry of intensities backscattered from a suitable target:

Ax =
(IL − IR)
(IL + IR)

. (13)

The scattering asymmetry results from the spin-orbit interaction in the tar-
get region and depends on the polarization component perpendicular to the
scattering plane (here x). The asymmetry measured for a 100% polarized
electron beam depends on the electron energy, the target material and thick-
ness, and the scattering angle; it is called the Sherman function S [5]. Usually
it is calibrated experimentally, and it can then be used to determine the spin
polarization Px of an electron beam along a defined axis from the measured
scattering asymmetry Ax in the related scattering plane (here the yz plane):

Px = Ax/S . (14)

Sherman functions can take values of almost up to 0.5 theoretically, and for
ultimately thin target foils that avoid multiple elastic or inelastic scattering
events. On the other hand, only a small fraction I/I0 of the electrons in the
beam are backscattered into the detectors. For judging the efficiency of a
spin detector, the figure of merit ε = (I/I0)S2 reflects both of these aspects.
Figures of merit for typical spin polarimeters are in the range of 10−4 to
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10−3. It is the relevant quantity for establishing the statistical error in a
polarization measurement:

∆Px = 1/
√
εI0 . (15)

In deciding upon the particular choice of spin detector, the figure of merit
ε is not the only all-important factor. Another criterion is temporal stabil-
ity. The level of complexity of a typical photoemission experiment, including
sample preparation, is such that one favours a polarimater that produces
reproducible absolute spin polarization values without frequent recalibration
or repeated target preparation. Although the PLEED detectors can have
high figures of merit, the low electron energies of typically 100 eV make the
Sherman function dependent on the condition of the target surface that can
deteriorate over the period of one or several photoemission measurements.
The target surface needs to be periodically reestablished. This is the main
reason why the rather inefficient high-energy Mott detectors, where the scat-
tering occurs at 50–120 keV, are used in most cases. Here, the high-energy
electrons penetrate the target foil of several hundred nanometers thickness,
which usually consists of Au or some other heavy element providing a strong
spin-orbit interaction. These devices can thus be operated over weeks and
months under stable conditions.

In ARPES, and specifically in Fermi surface mapping experiments, the
need arises for full three-dimensional spin polarimetry. In order to access
arbitrary locations in momentum space, the sample needs to be brought into
the corresponding orientations relative to the spectrometer. For a magnetized
sample, the magnetization vector, and thus the spin quantization axis, is
rotated relative to the spin detector. Likewise, for spin-orbit induced spin
structures, where the spin vector depends on the electron momentum, the
spin polarization vector can have components in all three spatial directions.
Moreover, since the total spin polarization vector need not have unity length,
one cannot deduce a third component from measuring the other two.

In a single Mott polarimeter, two pairs of detectors can be placed in
two orthogonal scattering planes, thus measuring the two spin components
transverse to the beam direction. By combining two of these devices in an
othogonal geometry, with an electrostatic beam switcher in front of them
(see Fig. 5), a fully three-dimensional spin polarimeter has been built [7].
The scattering planes are placed such that the two Mott polarimeters share
a common spin quantization axis (z axis). The redundancy along this axis
provides useful consistency checks. The beam is switched at typically 1 Hz
between the two devices. The three components of the spin polarization vector
thus measured in the coordinate frame of the polarimeter can be transformed
into a spin polarization vector in the sample coordinate frame by means of a
rotation matrix containing the emission angles θm and φm selected in order
to reach the specific point ki in momentum space [7].

For spin-polarized ARPES experiments on exchange-split bands from
magnetized samples, the proper control of the magnetization state represents
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Fig. 5. Schematic view of the three-dimensional polarimeter [7]. Electrons that are
photoemitted from a sample by ultraviolet radiation are energy and angle selected
by an electrostatic analyzer and detected in two orthogonal Mott polarimeters
(named polarimeter I and II). In an electrostatic beam deflection system the spin
direction is conserved and polarimeter I measures the polarization components Py

and Pz, while polarimeter II measures Px and Pz. The beam is switched between
the two in order to allow quasi-simultaneous data collection. In the figure, the
polarimeter system is shown rotated by 90◦ for graphical clarity, i.e. in reality
the z axis is directed straight to the left and parallel to the electron lens of the
spectrometer

a further experimental difficulty to overcome. In order to measure the spin-
polarization from such bands quantitatively, it has to be established that the
probing spot is entirely within a single magnetic domain of known magneti-
zation direction. In order to preserve the angular distribution of the relatively
slow photoelectrons, such measurements are usually done with the sample in
remanence, and preferably with in-plane magnetization if the magnetic sur-
face so permits, in order to avoid stray fields. Best results are obtained with
single crystal samples cut out in the so-called picture frame geometry [45]. A
coil wound around the bottom of the frame is used to change the direction
of the sample magnetization at the top, i.e. at the surface under study. Upon
passing a current through the coil, essentially all magnetic flux is contained
within the crystal, and the magnetization can be easily switched back and
forth in the measurement position. Alternatively, the sample can be brought
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into an external field coil that is preferably removed from the photoemission
stage.

Control of the sample magnetization brings the further advantage that
purely instrumental asymmetries in the Mott scattering, caused by slightly
different detector geometries or sensitivities, or by target non-uniformities,
can be cancelled by forming cross asymmetries with reversed sample magne-
tizations [5] (see following section).

5 Case Studies

5.1 Spin Polarization of Nickel Bulk Bands Measured
on Clean Ni(111)

The Fermi surface scan in Fig. 2 showed an excellent agreement between
measured contours and those obtained from a spin-polarized band structure
calculation. In the latter, the spin character of the various bands is known
in terms of majority and minority spin, irrespective of the actual magneti-
zation direction. From the comparison it is straightforward to identify the
respective spin states of the measured contours. Nevertheless, it is good to
verify the assignment by direct measurement of the spin polarization. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 6 showing spin-polarized ARPES data measured along
a circular arc centered at the [112] direction and following the upper rim
of the plot in Fig. 2a. The top curve gives the measured intensity, show-
ing four rather narrowly spaced peaks near the center and two larger peaks
at azimuthal angles of ∼ ±30◦, corresponding to the “goggle”-like pattern
in Fig. 2a. In the bottom curve, the experimental asymmetries are given
for the same scan, measured with the two detectors of one Mott polarime-
ter that probe the Pz component. For this nearly grazing emission geometry
(θm = 78◦), the largely in-plane magnetization vector has a strong component
along the z-axis of the Mott polarimeter system when the sample azimuth
is chosen appropriately [7]. The curve represents, in fact, the cross asymme-
try measured along the z-axis, evaluated with two consecutive measurements
with switched magnetization direction (indicated by ⊕ and �):

A⊗ =
(I⊕L + I�R ) − (I⊕R + I�L )
(I⊕L + I�R ) + (I⊕R + I�L )

. (16)

This procedure removes any purely instrumental asymmetry [5] and thus
establishes a dependable zero line in the asymmetry measurement7. One notes

7 As a matter of fact, the cross asymmetry with arithmetical mean values as de-
scribed in (16) is used in situations where one of the channels IL or IR is suspected
to have a constant offset in count rate. More often the two detector channels have
slightly different detection sensitivities, in which case the cross asymmetry based
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Fig. 6. (a) He Iα excited and spin-integrated intensity scan measured at the Fermi
energy on Ni(111) along a path near the upper edge of Fig. 2a, producing an az-
imuthal momentum distribution curve. The peaks are annotated by their known
orbital and spin assignment. Curves (b) and (c) present the spin-resolved minority
and majority spin spectra, respectively, as obtained from curves (a) and (d) by
applying (2). Curve (d) is the spin asymmetry for the polarization component mea-
sured along the sample magnetization direction (from [7]). See text for a discussion
of quantitative aspects

immediately that the asymmetry values are negative (corresponding to mi-
nority spin character) throughout most of the scan, with the exception of
two narrow regions where the majority sp band peaks are seen in the inten-
sity curve. In between each of the two sp spin pairs the rapid sign change of
the asymmetry manifests the different spin character of the two peaks. The
assignment based on the band structure calculation (Fig. 2b) is thus correct.

From the curves a) and d) in Fig. 6 one can, in principle, calculate the
spin-resolved momentum distribution curves for majority and minority spins.
Before Equation 2 can be applied, one needs to translate asymmetry values
into spin-polarization values. The Sherman function of the device has not
been precisely measured for lack of an electron beam of known polarization.
From comparison to Mott polarimeters of the same design it is known to
be in the range of S= 15–25%. With these numbers the asymmetry contrast
of ∆Az ≈ 1.2% seen in Fig. 6 translates into polarization values of the or-
der of 6% which is very low, much lower than expected from these clean
exchange-split bands. This strong reduction in measured spin asymmetries

on geometrical mean values leads to cancellation of the unknown sensitivity fac-
tor:

Ã⊗ =

√
I⊕

L I�
R −

√
I⊕

R I�
L

√
I⊕

L I�
R +

√
I⊕

R I�
L

. (17)
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comes from two effects: (i) The sample is only poorly magnetized; in fact the
following analysis suggests a degree of magnetization of only about 12%. (ii)
The direct transitions from the exchange split bands ride on an unpolarized
background (signal-to-background ratio ∼0.6) that arises due to quasielastic
scattering processes involving phonons, magnons and other electrons. In this
particular experiment, which was carried out with a non-monochromatized
He discharge lamp, a part of the background results also from photoexcitation
with different photon energies hν [7].

The second effect can be further assessed by a simple spectral synthesis
model as is illustrated in Fig. 7. Fully spin-polarized Lorentzian lines are
superposed on a uniform unpolarized background in order to model the in-
tensity scan of Fig. 6a. In the model, the spin-resolved curves can be readily
generated. The resulting polarization values show an amplitude of almost
50%, while we measure a much lower value of 6% indicative of a poor magne-
tization state of the sample. It is interesting to note that this analysis provides
a nice confirmation that the uniform background underneath the direct tran-
sitions is indeed unpolarized. Any significant background polarization makes
the asymmetry curve move with respect to the zero line and deform signif-
icantly from the plotted curve that agrees well with the experimental data
except for the absolute scale.
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Fig. 7. (a) Synthesis of azimuthal intensity scan, modelling the data of Fig. 6a by
using 6 Lorentzian lines of suitable positions, widths and intensities plus a constant
background. The spin polarization of the individual Lorentzian lines is assumed to
be +100% or −100%, respectively, depending on the majority or minority spin as-
signment as given in Fig. 6. The background intensity is assumed to be unpolarized.
With these assumptions, the curves (b) and (c) are generated, reproducing the in-
tensity curves for minority and majority spin electrons, respectively. The resulting
spin polarization curve as calculated by (1) is shown as curve (d)
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After the experimental asymmetry curve has been scaled up by roughly
a factor of 8 to represent a fully magnetized sample, (2) can be applied to
the experimental data in order to generate the spin-resolved spectra (curves
b) and c) in Fig. 6). The result is quite gratifying in that it cleanly separates
majority and minority bands. Note, however, that this procedure is unsuitable
to study temperature-dependent spin-state mixing, which would reflect itself
in reduced asymmetries for higher temperatures as the sample magnetization
drops.

5.2 Spin-Polarized Surface States on Au(111)

Electronic band states can be spin-split by the spin-orbit interaction if the
Kramers degeneracy, expressed as E↑(k) = E↓(k), is lifted by removing ei-
ther time-reversal symmetry or inversion symmetry. Time-reversal symmetry
alone demands only that E↑(k) = E↓(−k). For any crystal, inversion sym-
metry is naturally broken at the surface, and splittings can be expected.
A remarkable example for this effect is the Shockley surface state on the
Au(111) surface, representing a quasi-two-dimensional nearly-free electron
gas. LaShell et al. [46] observed for this state an energy splitting that is pro-
portional to the wave vector. Based on the Rashba term in the Hamiltonian,
describing the spin-orbit interaction in propagating electronic states,

HS.O. =
µB

2c2
(v × E) · σ , (18)

they postulated a characteristic spin structure along the two concentric cir-
cular Fermi surfaces of the split states (see Fig. 8). In this equation, µB is the
Bohr magneton, c the speed of light, v the group velocity of the particular
state, and σ the vectorial spin operator. The average electric field vector E
seen by the surface state electrons is perpendicular to the surface and point-
ing outside. Due to the vector product, the spin vector is thus expected to
be entirely in-plane and perpendicular to the velocity vector, i.e. tangential
to the Fermi surface. In the proposed spin structure, the spin vectors of the
outer state, i.e. the state that has its energy lowered by the spin-orbit interac-
tion to produce a larger Fermi surface, follow the contour in an anti-clockwise
sense, while those of the inner state do so in a clockwise sense.

Spin-polarized ARPES with three-dimensional spin polarimetry has been
applied to verify the spin polarization [47] and the spin structure [48] of
the spin-orbit split Au(111) surface state. Figure 9a shows angle-resolved
energy distribution curves for five different angles probing the dispersion of
the state. The energy resolution has been much relaxed with respect to the
data shown in Fig. 8d because of the low efficiency of the spin detectors
and the very high number of electron counts needed for reliable spin analysis
(typically 105 electrons). The energy splitting in the spectra is no longer
observed in the raw intensity spectra, it is just reflected in an increased
line width of the peak at polar angles of ±3.5◦. At ±4.5◦ the inner state
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Fig. 8. Spin-orbit splitting of the Au(111) Shockley surface state found in the en-
ergy gap near the L-point of the bulk Brillouin zone. (a) The dispersion along kx

of the inner and outer surface state, as obtained from a first-principles calculation.
The region of bulk bands is shaded in gray. (b) The theoretical momentum distrib-
ution of the surface states at the Fermi energy. (c) The experimental Fermi surface
map, as obtained from a spin-integrated high-resolution photoemission experiment.
(d) The experimental dispersion map in an arbitrary azimuth. The peak positions
as determined from peak fitting to the energy distribution curves are indicated by
circles, and parabolic fits to these positions are shown by solid lines. In both ex-
perimental panels, the measured intensities are shown in a linear gray scale, with
black corresponding to the highest intensity (from [49])

has already crossed the Fermi level and the peak is again narrower. The
polarization spectra reveal the spin polarization of the split states. The in-
plane polarimeter component tangential to the Fermi surface is shown, as
well as the out-of-plane component. Whereas there is no significant in-plane
polarization at normal emission, where the state is not split, a characteristic
polarization pattern develops in both directions with increasing polar angle.
Depending on the sign of the polar angle θm, the polarization values are first
negative or positive and switch sign roughly at the peak position. Maximum
observed in-plane polarization values are of the order of 50%. On the other
hand, there is no out-of-plane polarization visible in this data.

Unlike in the case of magnetized Ni(111) in the previous section, the
polarization values do not depend on the sample magnetization. Except for
a contribution from some unpolarized background, one should expect each
state to be nearly 100% polarized. Reduced values arise from the spectral
overlap of the two split components. Polarization modelling has been done
along the lines discussed in the context of Fig. 7. For the observed line width,
resulting from both the energy resolution of 120 eV and from the angular
resolution of 1.2◦ that samples more states as the dispersion gets steeper, a
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a) b)

Fig. 9. Spin-polarized photoemission measurements of the Shockley surface state
on Au(111) at several emission angles. (a) The top curves of each data set
show the intensity measured by four channels of one of the Mott polarimeters.
The lower curves give the measured polarization values determined from the in-
plane and out-of-plane components of the polarization vector, using the relation
P = (1/Seff )(IL − ηIR)/(IL + ηIR) for the appropriate detector channels, with ef-
fective Sherman functions Seff of 0.1–0.15 and relative gain factors η ≈ 0.97−1.03
for the two scattering planes. The latter are used in order to compensate for the
instrumental asymmetry. The spectrometer resolution was set to 120 meV and 1.2◦

full width at half maximum, respectively. (b) Spin-resolved spectra as derived from
the data in a) by using (2) and the in-plane polarization values (from [47])

measured polarization value of 50% is consistent with spin-split states that are
essentially ±100% polarized without any significant unpolarized background.

The data of Fig. 9 are also consistent with the spin structure proposed by
LaShell et al.: The measurement of the polarimeter channels for Px and Py

show that the strong in-plane polarization signal is in the direction tangential
to the Fermi surface, defined by Ptan = (Px + Py)/

√
2 [47]. Moreover, when

probing the spin polarization of, e.g. the outer state on opposite sides of the
Fermi surface, i.e. at ±θm, the in-plane polarization switches sign, so that we
have indeed E↑(k) = E↓(−k). In a similar fashion, the spin structure on a
hydrogen-saturated W(110) surface has been shown to circulate in a coun-
terclockwise sense around a hole pocket in the Fermi surface, corresponding
here to the “inner state” [50]. The opposite sense of rotation of the inner
state is related to the hole-like character of these states.

For further confirmation of this spin structure, the apparatus described in
Sect. 4 can produce a complete spin-resolved momentum distribution map of
the surface state [48]. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10 which is the first data
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Fig. 10. Measured spin-resolved momentum distribution maps for a binding energy
of 170 meV using ultraviolet light of 21.1 eV photon energy. The top panel (a) shows
the total intensity map and a sketch of the predicted spin structure. Purple arrows
indicate the rotating projection axis for in-plane polarization. The center panels (b)
and (c) show the polarization maps for the in-plane and out-of-plane component of
the polarization vector. The in-plane polarization (b) is a projection on the tangents
to the circular Fermi surface. Red (blue) indicates a counterclockwise (clockwise)
spin orientation. The bottom panels show the individual spin-up (d) and spin-down
(e) intensity maps derived from a) and b) by applying (2). Note the different radii
of the two Fermi surfaces of the individual bands. These data consisting of 1080
angular settings were measured in 6 h. The shift of the common center of the circles
with respect to the center of the graphs is due to a 0.5◦ misalignment of the sample
rotation axis (from [48])

set of its kind. In order to increase the count rate by a factor of two, these
data have been measured at a binding energy of 170 meV, where the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function is already saturated. Due to the relaxed energy
and angular resolution, the spin-split states are not resolved in the intensity
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panel a), like in Fig. 9a. Nevertheless, the states can be separated by the
measurement of the strong in-plane polarization signal (Fig. 10b). It should
be noted that, since motion along the circular state is achieved by rotating
the sample about the surface normal (angle φm), the in-plane polarization is
always measured directly as Ptan, which is thus the natural coordinate frame
for this measurement. This is no longer true for states that are non-symmetric
with respect to rotations about φm. By applying (2) to all individual data
points, the spin-resolved momentum maps can be produced (panels d) and
e)). They show circular momentum distributions with clearly different radii
that correspond well to the values that can be extracted for inner and outer
states from the high-resolution dispersion data of Fig. 8d. On the other hand,
the out-of-plane polarization map shows values scattered around 0% without
any significant structure. From a detailed analysis of these data, systematic
modulations of this polarization component that would be consistent with
the symmetry of the surface can be excluded at a level of 5% polarization
amplitude [49].

6 Outlook

Up to this date, spin-polarized photoemission experiments have been carried
out by a small number of dedicated groups. This is mainly due to the low
efficiency of current spin detectors, making such experiments difficult and
time consuming. Applications have been mainly in the field of surface and
interface magnetism and ultrathin magnetic films. The author believes that
the situation is currently changing. ARPES has been a major player in the
study of strongly correlated electron systems and has brought significant ad-
vances e.g. in the understanding of high-temperature superconductivity or
colossal magnetoresistance. With very few exceptions [51, 52], none of the
hundreds of experimental studies have directly exploited the electron spin,
which is a key feature in electron correlation physics. As soon as spin-resolved
photoemission spectrometers become more readily available, there will be a
strong scientific case to use them. Indeed, manufacturers of high-resolution
spectrometers now offer complete solutions for adding spin detection to their
systems. If, one day in the future, the spin-detectors based on electron scatter-
ing asymmetries could be replaced by much more efficient devices based e.g.
on spin-dependent electron absorption [53], the technique would experience
a tremendous boost.
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